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Same-sex couples want marriage recognition
» By SYDNE SCIVALLY
Staff Writer

An injunction filed against
Tennessee concerning samesex marriages is setting a
precedent for marriage equality
throughout the state.
The case of three same-sex
couples suing for marriage
recognition came to an end on
Friday, March 14, as Federal
Judge Aleta Trauger granted a
preliminary injunction to the

three couples. The injunction
requires Tennessee to recognize
the marriages as legal unions.
The three couples moved to
Tennessee from states that
allowed same-sex marriages and
wanted to continue receiving
the benefits of married couples.
The injunction goes directly
against Tennessee’s same-sex
marriage recognition ban. Gov.
Bill Haslam asked Trauger
not to enforce the injunction,
because he said he believes

it “frustrates the will of the
people of Tennessee”. Haslam
is concerned that the federal
government is making decisions
that fall within the jurisdiction
of the Tennessean people.
“I think the states have the
right to not allow them to get
married in the state itself,” said
Tiffany Fields, a freshman at
APSU. “But they don’t have
the right to deny the legality
of a marriage performed in
another state.”

Tenne ss e e Attor ne y
General Robert Cooper
appealed to Trauger not
to stay the injunction,
st ating it would
“harm Tennessee by
altering the status
quo,”. Additionally, the attorney
general’s office argued that
not recognizing the marriages
would not “irreparably harm”
the couples involved.
Trauger refused to stay the
injunction, so it remains in

Graphic by ARIANA JELSON| PHOTO EDITOR

affect. Trauger has reaffirmed
she is not trying to legalize gay
marriage for the entire state.
The injunction would force
Tennessee to recognize only the
marriages of the three couples

involved in the suit.
Tennessee has had a samesex marriage ban since 1996,
and it was officially written
into the state constitution
in 2006. TAS

Being ‘in style’ does not always mean you are attractive
» By CONOR SCRUTON
Chief Copy Editor

I’m tired of seeing my friends become
people they’re usually not because of
predetermined norms of attractiveness.
Maybe it had something to do with
the approach of Valentine’s Day, but for
several weeks at the beginning of 2014,

I couldn’t go anywhere on the Internet
without being bombarded by articles
and blog posts boasting the definitive
“10 items of clothing women can wear
to impress men” or “the 17 things men
do that women hate.”
While I understand the desire to
be sexy and impress whatever gender
you’re attracted to, my feelings on those

articles are simple: I don’t care.
We live in a culture that tells us we have
to look attractive every minute of the
day; hours of valuable television time are
devoted to deconstructing Hollywood
stars’ outfits at awards shows. Paparazzi
risk criminal harassment charges for
shots of celebrities looking anything
less than polished, painted and perfect,

because that’s apparently supposed to
be embarrassing.
“Women choose comfort over
style at the airport, the grocery store
or Starbucks, but what they don’t
know is that these spots are exactly
the places where one might meet a
potential mate,” said Soo-Young Kim,
a writer for style site Complex, of

popular shearling boots.
For one thing, comfort and style
are not mutually exclusive, but in any
case, if you choose comfort over style
at the airport — or anywhere, for that
matter — it doesn’t mean you’re “letting
yourself go.” It means you’re being

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Freshman Bat Gov succeeds
while being far from home
» By COREY ADAMS
Staff Writer

For most athletes, it’s a simple
process of transitioning from high
school into a four-year university
to compete at the collegiate level.
Typically, most settle at nearby

universities to stay close to family
and friends in an environment where
they are comfortable, without having
any worries. But for Alex Robles, the
journey to reach his goals of playing
baseball in college didn’t come
without obstacles.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Middle and high school students participated in the Middle
Tennessee Science and Engineering Fair on Tuesday, March 20.
MEAGHAN MALONE | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Fair provides students
with chance to display
science knowledge
» By DAVID HARRIS
Staff Writer

O n Thu r s d ay, M a rch
20, APSU held the Middle
Tenne ss e e S c ience and
Engineering Fair.
Hosted by the Center of
Excellence for Field Biology,
the MTSEF is an annual
opportunity for sixth through
12th grade students to exhibit
science projects to the public.
Usually, there are roughly 125
projects and 140 students.
Categories of the fair include
chemistr y, biochemistr y,
engineering, animal science/
zoology and more.
Chemistry professor Ronald
Robertson introduced the

MTSEF to APSU in 2003 and
was the director of the fair for
nine years.
“I will always try to support
those who are trying to assist
students on research projects,”
Robertson said. ”In my view,
science is a verb and not a
noun. I have always described
it as ‘organized curiosity,”. We
are born with a natural sense of
wonder and those in education
need to foster, support and
develop that sense. I have seen
the words change — inquiry,
discovery, STEM — but the
real process has always been
the same. I applaud the teachers
as well as the students and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Alex Robles, pitcher and utility player,
is leading the freshman class for APSU.
SPORTS INFORMATION
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7,780 flood insurance policies
to face steep hike in Tenn.

Fair
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it is my hope that APSU can
graduate quality teachers [who]
can motivate students to uncover
their full potential.”
Robertson now judges for
special awards at the MTSEF. He
said “there are always awesome
projects, good projects, and those
who are just getting started.”
He likes them all; projects from
research institutions, highschool labs, and from homes and
garages.
The high-school grand prize
winners were students Michelle
Lu and Jacob Smith, with
Jeremiah Scott was the alternate
winner. Lu and Smith have
earned trophies, scholarships
and an all-expense paid trip to
the International Science and
Engineering Fair in Los Angeles.
The ISEF will be held in May.
The middle school grand
prize winner is Austin Lu and
the alternate was Gabrielle Liu.
They and two other middle
school students have been
invited to submit their projects to
Broadcom MASTERS.
Many other students were
congratulated with certificates,

» ASSOCIATED PRESS

Many APSU students volunteered for the MTSEF on Thursday, March
20. MEAGHAN MALONE | STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

medallions and cash prizes.
“There were some excellent
projects,” said biology Chair
professor Don Dailey, “especially
from the middle-school students.
Thus, the potential is great for
the fair to be strongly supported
into the future. The grand prize
winners have solid projects and
will represent Middle Tennessee
very well at the next level.”
On Monday, April 7, there will
be an MTSEF awards ceremony
held in the ballroom of the MUC.
Steven Hamilton, Director
of The Center of Excellence
for Field Biology/ Director of
MTSEF, felt that the fair went
very well.

“We had good participation
from local schools as well as
several from the Davidson
County region,” Hamilton said,
“Of course, the fair is due to
the hard work of the students,
their teachers, mentors and
parents, the many APSU student
volunteers, and the judges
from APSU and from regional
industries and state agencies.”
Hamiton said the biggest
thanks for the success of this
event goes to Jean Langley, the
technical clerk/administrative
assistant for the Center for Field
Biology. “She is an organizational
genius and I could not do this
without her.” TAS

Relatives sob as Malaysia
confirms Flight 370 is lost
BE IJI N G — Rel ative s
shrieked and sobbed
uncontrollably. Men and
women nearly collapsed, held
up by loved ones. Their grief
came pouring out after 17 days
of waiting for definitive word
on the fate of the passengers
and crew of the missing
Malaysia Airlines jet.
Malaysia’s prime minister
gave that word late Monday
in an announcement from
Kuala Lumpur, saying there
was no longer any doubt that
Flight 370 went down in the
southern Indian Ocean.
Relatives of passengers in
Beijing had been called to a
hotel near the airport to hear
the news, and some 50 of them
gathered there. Afterward,
they filed out of a conference
room in heart-wrenching grief.
One woman collapsed and
fell on her knees, crying “My
son! My son!”
Medical teams arrived at
the Lido hotel with several
stretchers and one elderly
man was carried out of the
conference room on one of
them, his face covered by a
jacket. Minutes later, a middleaged woman was taken out
on another stretcher, her face
ashen and her blank eyes
seemingly staring off into the
distance.
Most of the relatives refused
to speak to gathered reporters
and some lashed out in anger,
urging journalists not to film
the scene. Security guards
restrained a man with closecropped hair as he kicked a
TV cameraman and shouted,
“Don’t film. I’ll beat you to
death!”
Some relatives staying at
hotels in Beijing and Kuala
Lumpur were notified in
person of the imminent latenight news conference by
Malaysian Prime Minister
Najib Razak, and some heard
over the phone.
Some received a heads-up
by text message, said Sarah
Bajc, who has been awaiting
news of the fate of her
boyfriend, Philip Wood, ever
since the plane disappeared
March 8 on a night flight from
Kuala Lumpur to Beijing with
239 people aboard.
“Malaysia Airlines deeply
regrets that we have to assume
beyond any reasonable doubt

,,
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Malaysia Airlines deeply regrets
that we have to assume beyond
any reasonable doubt that
MH370 has been lost and that
none of those on board survived.
As you will hear in the next hour
from Malaysia’s prime minister,
we must now accept all evidence
suggests the plane went down in
the Southern Indian Ocean.”

— Text message to the families of those who were on Malaysian
Airlines Flight 370

that MH370 has been lost and
that none of those on board
survived,” the text message
said. “As you will hear in the
next hour from Malaysia’s
Prime Minister, we must now
accept all evidence suggests
the plane went down in the
Southern Indian Ocean.”
Bajc noted in an email
that the prime minister’s
announcement made no
mention of confirmed
wreckage, “so no real closure,”
but she also said the time for
grief had begun.
“I need closure to be certain
but cannot keep on with
public efforts against all odds.
I STILL feel his presence, so
perhaps it was his soul all
along,” she wrote. “It looks like
the first phase of our mission
has ended. Now Philip’s family
and I will need some time for
private grief.”
Wang Zhen, whose father
and mother, Wang Linshi and
Xiong Deming, were aboard
the flight as part of a group
of Chinese artists touring
Malaysia, said he heard the
announcement on television
in the hotel where he has been
staying.
“My mind is a mess right
now. Can we talk later?” he
said by telephone.
Nan Jinyan, whose brotherin-law Yan Ling, a medical
company engineer, was aboard
the flight on a business trip,
said she was prepared for the
worst when she heard the
Malaysian prime minister

would make a statement.
“This is a blow to us, and it
is beyond description,” Nan
said.
At the Lido hotel, where
many of the Chinese relatives
have complaine d ab out
what they have described as
incomplete or contradictory
information provided by
the airline and Malaysian
authorities, two distraught
women and a man came to
address journalists nearly two
hours after the announcement.
“I tell you, this was the
wrong way to release this
information,” one of the
women said between sobs,
speaking over the bellows
of security guards trying to
hold back the crush. “It’s all
so black,” she said, using the
Chinese expression for opacity
and deceit.
In Kuala Lumpur, screaming
could be heard from inside
the Hotel Bangi Putrajaya,
where some of the families of
passengers have been given
rooms.
Selamat Omar, father of a
29-year-old aviation engineer
aboard the flight, said in a
telephone inter view that
Malaysia Airlines had not
yet briefed the families on
whether they will be taken to
Australia, closer to where the
plane is believed to have gone
down. He said they expected
more details Tuesday.
“We accept the news of the
tragedy. It is fate,” Selamat
said. TAS

NASHVILLE — For many Tennessee
property owners in flood-prone areas, a
move by Congress to soften steep increases
to subsidized insurance policies may come as
little comfort.
A new law signed by President Barack
Obama last week dials back some of most
dramatic hikes in the price of national
flood insurance, but Federal Emergency
Management Agency statistics reviewed by
The Associated Press show that 7,780 flood
insurance policies in Tennessee still face
soaring insurance rates.
About 5,550 policies covering mostly
primary residences could be raised by up to
18 percent per year, though FEMA hasn’t said
how high the rate increases will be. Another
2,300 businesses and vacation homes in
Tennessee will see their rates go up 25 percent
per year.
Property owners in Nashville, where
residents are still recovering from more than
$2 billion in damage caused by the May 2010
floods, have the most subsidized policies in
the state that could potentially be affected by
the law.
At the beginning of last year, Davidson
County, which is mostly made up by the city
of Nashville, had 1,687 policies that fall under
the rate hikes.
That’s nearly double the next highest
statewide total of subsidized polices in
Hamilton County. Rounding out the state’s
top five are Shelby, Williamson and Carter
counties.
Democratic state Rep. Bo Mitchell’s district
includes Bellevue neighborhood of Nashville,
one of the areas hardest hit by the 2010 floods
He said the prospect of heavy rate increases is
hard to swallow for homeowners still on the
path to recovery.
“You’ve already got people who have the
mortgage on their home, the second mortgage
to rebuild their home,” Mitchell said. “And
then coupling that with the increase to their
escrow from the flood insurance is going to be
even more crippling to them.”
“You’re already not seeing that new car

in the driveway. You’re not seeing them take
elaborate family vacations anymore,” he said.
“You’re adding insult to injury.”
As many as 1.1 million policyholders
are subsidized through the National Flood
Insurance Program, which is $24 billion in
debt because of a series of catastrophic storms.
The new law rolls back parts of the 2012
overhaul of the flood insurance program
after vocal complaints about skyrocketing
premiums based on the real risk of flooding,
rather than the artificially low rates of the past.
Yet the ne w measure still allows
homeowners receiving subsidies to get hit
with rate increases of up to 18 percent each
year until the program is collecting enough
revenue to cover its shortfall.
Owners of businesses and second homes
will see their rates rise no less than 25 percent
each year until their premiums reach rates
that match what building elevation surveys
indicate is the true risk of flooding.
Democratic U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper, who
represents Nashville, supported the original
legislation that aimed to bring the National
Flood Insurance Program into balance. The
new law represents a step back, he said.
“This bill unraveled a compromise that
Congress passed in 2012 to start moving the
NFIP toward solvency,” Cooper said in an
email. “It is so rare for this Congress to do
anything constructive, I thought it was a big
step backward to start retreating.”
Nashville policyholders have received $146
million in insurance payments since joining
the federally subsidized program, while overall
flood insurance premiums total $5 million per
year.
Similarly, policyholders in neighboring
Cheatham County has received $14.2 million
in payouts on annual premiums of $186,000.
In the city of Millington outside Memphis
program payouts have totaled $3.4 million on
annual premiums of $96,000.
On the other end of the spectrum are
cities like Germantown, Soddy-Daisy and
Sevierville that pay more in flood insurance
premiums each year than their policyholders
have received through claims over the history
of the program. TAS

CRIME LOG
The campus crime log includes arrests and dispatch
call-ins. As mandated by Tennessee law, the crime log
is updated within two business days of an incident and
new information to an incident available for public
inspection any time during normal business hours.

 3:35 p.m.; March 13; Trahern building; theft of
property

 11:37 a.m.; Feb. 27; Ann Ross Bookstore; theft
of property

 1:16 p.m.; March 17; Woodward Library; theft
of property

 7:59 a.m.; Feb. 27; Morgan University Center;
theft of property

 7:50 p.m.; March 17; Foy Fitness and
Recreation; theft of property

 6:27 p.m.; March 1; Sundquist Science
Complex; theft of property

 11:50 a.m.; March 18; College Street and Ford
Street; burglary

 2:09 p.m.; March 7; Castle Heights; simple
possession/casual exchange

 9:43 a.m.; March 20; Sevier/Blount Hall;
vandalism

 2:00 a.m.; March 8; Meacham Apartments;
underage possession/consumption of
alcohol

 5:28 p.m.; March 20; Eriksson Hall; unlawful
drug paraphernalia

 6:23 p.m.; March 11; Greek Village - 550 Robb
Ave.; assault

 2:48 p.m.; March16; Hand Village; underage
consumption

 Visit TheAllState.org to see an interactive of the campus crime
log.

Take our survey and get a coupon for a FREE fountain drink plus

You could win a Galaxy Tab 3!
Two easy ways to participate:

web:

http://tinyurl.com/lydsu7k

scan:

*Coupon for free regular fountain drink or drip coffee will
be emailed to you once survey is completed. Print coupon
or show it to the cashier on your phone to redeem.
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Is cellphone tapping fair for our country?
» By VALERIE
MCALLISTER
Staff Writer

We long for privacy,
yet rarely receive it. We
live in a nation where our
government can track where
we are and who we talk to.
This lack of privacy has
always been an issue and
causes Americans to have
anxiety. Privacy,
as citizens, was
rarely discussed by
the masses until
Edward Snowden,
a contractor for the
National Security
Agency — the
U.S. organization
responsible for for
production and
management of
signals intelligence
— released highly
confidential information
about the agency. Snowden,
who claimed the NSA
was wrongfully tapping
the cell phones of millions
of Americans, leaked
documents to the public.
Unfortunately, “big brother”
is always watching, and
rightfully so. Giving up
certain liberties is a fair trade
for national security.
He said he “reported the
misgivings to two superiors,”
but that they took no action.
Snowden is currently living
in Russia in an attempt
to avoid charges, such as
espionage and theft, in an
American courtroom.
These actions of a former
government worker have
left Americans wondering
many things about their
government employees, as
well as their right to privacy
and where the line is drawn.
Living in a country that
offers an extraordinary

amount of freedoms and
rights, there has to be a
little protection and specific
things should be overseen.
But, how far is too far? The
Fourth Amendment of
the Constitution prohibits
unreasonable search and
seizures without an issued
warrant.
Ho w e v e r, i n c a s e s
involving cell phone tracking,

large-scale tragedies. Also,
the fact that the U.S. has
numerous citizens in many
countries, as well as students
studying abroad, travelers
and government officials,
is a logical reason to track
globally.
On a local scale, being able
to bring a grieving family to a
missing relative or detecting
a criminal suspect on the
run is crucial
to the safety
of Americans.
Being able
to track the
locations of
such people is
important, and
if anyone were
in the situation,
they would
long for the
location of the
missing person. However,
while messages themselves
should not be tracked,
particular words or phrases
should transmit a red flag to
government officials and the
NSA. In particular, everyday
conversations among you
and your friends should
not be able to be tracked,
until the moment one of
you sends words such as
“President” and “kill” in the
same message.
These particularly
alarming words should be
able to be tracked and dealt
with. Government officials
will be the first to tell you
these tracking techniques are
used on a global level.
Their goal is not to tap into
the lives of Americans, but to
protect them from those who
use technology as a weapon.
For the numerous freedoms
Americans receive, giving up
a miniscule portion of our
privacy to ensure safety is
more than logical. TAS

,,

We live in a nation
where our government
can track where we are
and who we talk to.”
Fourth Amendment rights
do not apply. A federal court
decision stated it’s more
like “following.” Therefore,
officials are in no way
required to possess a search
warrant. While there should
be guidelines and limitations
to follow when a government
agency taps into the lives
of everyday citizens, there
should also be a way for
the government to track
whomever, wherever, and for
whatever reason.
The U.S. allows many
people into the country
through airlines or other
means . As such, the
government needs to be able
to track cellphones.
This does not necessarily
mean messages should
be tracked, but that the
locations of each and every
phone should be available.
On a global scale, being
able to track suspected
terrorists or international
spies allows us to prevent
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
>> Marian Perron
May I suggest an entire page dedicated to the travesty
and dehumanization of the sex trafficking industry to
counterbalance the more suggestive than informative
page on sugar babies?

Can a tweet be used against you in a court of law?
» By MATTHEW GORDON
Staff Writer

Recently, a California jury decided
singer Courtney Love shouldn’t be
held liable for a tweet directed at her
former attorney Rhonda Holmes. The
case is believed to be the first trial in a
U.S. courtroom involving allegations of
defamation on Twitter.
Holmes was hired by Love to handle
a fraud case against those managing the
estate of Kurt Cobain, but in 2009, the
relationship between the rockstar and
her ex-attorney went south, and Love
composed a tweet that read in part, “I
was f***ing devestated when Rhonda J.
Holmes esq. of san diego was bought
off.” Holmes needed to demonstrate
that Love acted with malice.
Love defended herself by saying she
meant the tweet to be a private direct
message, and when she learned it had
been sent to the public accidentally, she
quickly deleted it. Love also testified
that she believed her message to be
true when she sent it. The trial took
eight days and featured the testimony of
many who know Love.
There were also social media experts
who took the witness stand, including
one hired by Love who said there was

no evidence Love’s “bought off” tweet
had ever been retweeted.
This is a particularly noteworthy case,
as it is a sign of the legitimacy of Twitter
as a publishing platform in the eyes
of the law. Fear not, “Twibel” lawsuits
are not an infringement of free speech
necessarily, but rather the alteration of
standards from more traditional media
to Twitter. Love’s libel case is the next
frontier in the ongoing battle over free
speech.
“The protections of the First
Amendment do not turn on whether
the defendant was a trained journalist,
formally affiliated with traditional news
entities ... As the Supreme Court has
accurately warned, a First Amendment
distinction between the institutional
press and other speakers is unworkable,”
the judge argued.
While the future of Twitter free
speech may be uncertain, it is clear
that when it comes to the court room,
social media is now considered a
legitimate form of publishing. With that
legitimacy, come protection for those
on the opposite end of the spectrum:
the subjects of tweets, individuals who
are the focus of viral smear campaigns
or nasty comments. Defamation laws
are aimed at protecting individuals and

reputations from those with the ability
to command a large audience: the press.
But now that Twitter has given
users the ability to broadcast to a wide
audience, anyone can easily harm
someone else’s reputation.
Many people post things to Twitter
and other social networking sites
without thinking about who is going to
see it. This could be the problem in any
case and it would be considered. Clearly
Love should have been found guilty,
because she still sent the tweet, which
could have hurt Holmes’ reputation
even if it was deleted quickly.
The fact that Love claimed not to
know Holmes was not being paid off at
the time of the tweet is just as damaging
to her defense, because she did not have
all the facts.
This case should not be used as a
reference for people who just want to
destroy the reputations of others. It
would be too much freedom of speech,
and people may use that amendment
as an excuse to say anything they want,
even if it hurts others.
Hopefully, this will be the last Twitter
defamation case, and people will stop
stretching freedom of speech for an
excuse to say anything consequencefree. TAS
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DID YOU
KNOW?
THIS DAY IN
HISTORY
March 26
2007 - The design for
the “Forever Stamp”
was unveiled by the
U.S. Postal Service.
1973 - Women were
allowed on the floor
of the London Stock
Exchange for the first
time.

FUN FACTS
Ten percent of the
Russian government’s
income comes from the
sale of vodka.
The Hawaiian alphabet
has 12 letters.
The youngest Pope was
11 years old.
Donald Duck comics
were banned from
Finland because he
doesn’t wear trousers.
Info from
http://www.begent.org/
funfact.htm
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ANTSC
Nontrad
Luncheon
12 to 1 p.m.
Career
Services
MUC 312
HCC Spanish
Conversation
4:30 to
5:30 p.m.
MUC Cafeteria

VAMPIRES

From history to media: A look into the vampiric timeline
» By JULIE COLE HULSEY
Staff Writer

Thursday,
March 27
HCC Spanish
Game Night
4:30 to
5:30 p.m.
MUC 213
WNDAACC
Peay Soup
with Southern
Word
5 to 7 p.m.
CL 120
Friday, March
28 - Sunday,
March 30
URec AFAA
Personal
Trainer
Certification
Foy Center
Friday,
March 28
URec
Intramural
Wiffleball
Tournament
Deadline
Foy Center
Saturday,
March 29
URec
Intramural
Wiffleball
Tournament
12 p.m.
IM Field
Saturday,
April 5
4th annual
Breast Cancer
Awareness 5k
Register today
through Event
Brite or at the
Foy Fitness &
Recreation
Center.
To submit on- or offcampus events for
future Community
Calendars, email
studentpublications@
apsu.edu.

Vampires are depicted in
many different ways. From
the Hollywood version of
“Dracula” to the vein-filled
eyes of vampires from “The
Vampire Diaries,’”each show
or movie creates a different
effect of the eyes. PHOTOS
COURTESY OF THE CW,
SUMMIT ENTERTAINMENT,
FREE STOCK EXCHANGE

There’s a good possibility that, any given
day, you or someone you know will see a
vampire in a video, on TV, in the bookstore
or, perhaps, at a bar.
A vampire’s thirst, never quenched by human blood, seems matched only by the public’s endless thirst for vampires.
People are fascinated by vampires, and
modern writers and producers have written
volumes of vampire fiction.
The first modern vampire story can
still scare the innards out of anyone,
and remains the most famous of all:
Bram Stoker’s “Dracula.”
From “Dracula” to “Twilight,” today’s
vampires try to come across as sexy rather
than scary.
Superstitions and folk legends surrounding vampires were often related to a lack of
understanding of the human body’s decomposition process.
Most cultures recorded mythological and
folkloric tales of beings who subsisted by
feeding on living creatures’ blood.
Unlike today’s drop-dead-beautiful vampires with snow-white skin, the “undead”
early vampires were described as bloated
with a ruddy or dark countenance according
to Livescience.com.
The undead were depicted wearing
shrouds, and they often revisited loved ones.
They were blamed for causing mischief
and deaths in the neighborhoods they had
inhabited when they were alive.
Stoker dramatically resurrected the name
of a mass murderer and his “reign of terror”
left unspoken in most parts of the world
for centuries.
The story contains strong evidence of being modeled after the historic politician and
warrior prince Vlad Tepes of Wallachia,
Transylvania (1431-1476).
Though the reference is understandable,
Stoker’s recreation of Vlad contains biographical inaccuracies, as Joseph Veringer
reported in his crime library journal on Vlad
the Impaler.
Romanian Prince Vlad was called
Heir Dracula in his day, meaning
“Son of the Dragon.”
Following word of his family’s massacre,
Dracula went berserk. By using one enemy
against another, Dracula escaped Turkey,

regained the family throne, and avenged his
parents’ and brother’s murders. He became
known as Vlad The Impaler not only to the
Turks, but to many of his own countrymen.
He also hanged his victims, stretched
them on the rack, burned them at the stake
and boiled them alive.
But mostly, he impaled them, sometimes
just for enjoyment.
The term ‘vampire’ did not become popular until the early 18th century, after superstitions flooded into Western Europe from
the Balkans and Eastern Europe, according
to Britannica Encyclopedia.
Though local variants were known by
many different names, the mass effect of
superstitions led to hysteria, which resulted
in people being accused of vampirism and
some corpses becoming staked.
Some people today call themselves “true
vampires.” Vampirewebsite.com lists criteria
on how to be a “true vampire.”
Modern vampires can eat everything normal people eat in addition to blood. They
may have more pronounced canine teeth,
but they don’t have fangs. They tend to have
very white skin.
It is an exaggeration that sunlight kills true
vampires, but they do supposedly manifest
a heightened sensitivity to it, sometimes resulting in migraine headaches. Ingestion of
blood is said to block the sun’s efforts for two
to three days.
Various health conditions are described
in detail on Vampirewebsite.com to educate people forming inaccurate conclusions
about true vampires, including hemophilia,
catalepsy and anorexia, among others.
“This is not a good idea,” APSU Agriculture and Marketing student Darlene Adams
said of true vampires. “It’s obviously a destructive, unhealthy cult. This is, essentially,
cannibalism.”
National Geographic interviewed a U.S.
man considered to be a vampire leader
named Dawn Henry.
“I do consume human blood,” Henry said.
“There is a real, live community that exists,
not only within the states but throughout
the world. These days, we don’t rip people’s
throats out. We’re quite mature with what
we do. We keep things within doors. We
don’t go out searching for victims, or anything like that.”
Henry claims he only drinks from consenting donors within his own circles. TAS

The Gov behind the Gov
» By KATELYN CLARK
Features Editor
The mascot code has three rules: No talking, no showing skin and no revealing your
identity.
So, who’s the person inside the suit?
The Governor mascot has many years of
experience from working at the Chattanooga
Lookouts as different characters like “Louie,”
and the “Trash Monster” to transforming
into “Frosty the Snowman” and the “Grinch”
for the Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra’s
Christmas concert in December 2013.
The Gov found a home at APSU after transferring from Middle Tennessee State University. “It’s important to bring joy and excitement to the university and to recruit kids and
keep the hype up about APSU,” the Gov said.
A sophomore, the Gov is pursuing a degree
in math with hopes of becoming a math teacher and a coach to “help kids succeed in life.”
According to the Gov, this job has helped
develop time management skills to juggle
school, social life and being the mascot.
“Growing up, I was always scared to death
of mascots, until one day I realized they
weren’t that bad,” the Gov said. “That’s why
I do it. I love kids, and I want to show them

we’re not that bad.”
Although it’s “really hot” in the suit, the Gov
enjoys being able to act “as crazy as possible.”
Off-campus events are a favorite of the Gov
said he thinks the opportunity to represent
APSU in the community “vital.”
The Gov offered an opinion on the recent
discussion of changing the mascot’s appearance to adhere to minorities.
“Honestly, it doesn’t really matter to me
what it looks like, but one of the big things
about a mascot is its appeal to younger kids,”
the Gov said. “The changes made need to attract the youth, not scare them.”
According to the Gov, being a mascot is
hard work.
He said characteristics such as being goofy,
energetic, organized and creative are “important” to a good performance. However, the job
isn’t always fun, said the Gov.
“One time I was the ‘Trash Monster’ at a
Lookout’s game and a drunk guy threw up in
my costume,” the Gov said. “That was probably the worst experience being a mascot.”
Even though the Gov’s identity remains unknown, the person behind the suit is a student,
like many, striving for goals at APSU. “The
magic is in the mystery,” the Gov said. TAS

PHOTO
FROM APSU
WEBSITE

As ridiculous as Kim’s
aforementioned comment is,
it reflects a growing source of
anxiety in young people.
In a world where we are
both constantly connected to
our acquaintances via social
media and told by movies and
TV shows to search for “true
love,” we are conditioned to
believe we are doing something wrong if romantic relationships elude us.
I think this explains the
readership for Kim’s article
“10 Things Women Wear
That Men Hate” more than
the media’s hypersexualized portrayal of celebrities;
many young people have put
faith in romantic-comedystyle serendipity, hoping to
meet the loves of their lives
in chance meetings in an airport line or waiting on a cup
of coffee.
There is nothing inherently wrong with this, just as
there is nothing wrong with
hoping to meet someone at a
party or in a new class.
However, more and more
style blogs seem to be devoted to making sure men
and women know how
to look their best for the
opposite sex.
In this way, the anxiety
many young people feel regarding relationships is causing them to follow arbitrary,
generalized norms of attractiveness out of fear of meeting “the one,” but ruining the
opportunity with an undesirable outfit.
Articles declaring absolutes of style and attractiveness are inherently ridiculous, because everyone has
different tastes.
There is no writer — or
group of writers, even —
who can speak for the entirety of his or her gender’s
preferences.
Even if a writer had perfect
knowledge of what’s appealing to the opposite sex at any
given time, that information
would have a relatively short
lifespan.
“Norms of attractiveness
are forever changing,” said
freshman theatre major Britt
Meyer.
“Media presents what we
should find attractive, and
most people tend to follow
[those norms].”
If there was only one way
to be physically attractive,
it would remain constant
through time.
But it hasn’t at all; female
sex symbols have “evolved
from Mae West to Twiggy to
Bettie Page to Farrah Fawcett
to Scarlett Johansson” over
time, according to Meyer.
At the end of the day,
what’s most important is how
you feel about the way you
present yourself, whether it’s
your wardrobe, hairstyle or
anything else.
Saying confidence is attractive is a cliché, but, to a
certain degree, it’s true; if
you are at ease with yourself,
it will be more likely for your
potential partner to be at
ease with you, as well.
Besides, in theory, the ideal
situation is ending up with
someone who loves you for
who you really are.
If you change your image
based on some writer’s idea
of attractiveness, you’re portraying who you think you
should be rather than being
yourself, which is not fair to
either party.
So wear what you want.
Style your hair how you want.
Do what you want.
And if you feel good about
yourself, but a potential partner thinks you aren’t attractive enough by any standard,
that person is not worth your
time. Be sure to check out the
sex-tion’s new blog debuting
on Friday, March 28. TAS
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Lady Govs draw even in Ohio Valley Conference

» By GLAVINE DAY
Guest Writer

The Lady Govs softball team took on Northern Kentucky for
back-to-back wins (5-1, 13-0) Thursday, March 20. During the first
game, freshman Sidney Hooper (2-2) got her second win of the
season against the NKU Norse, giving up just four hits. It looked
like it would be a long day for Hooper, as she gave up three of the
four hits in the first inning as NKU went ahead by a run.
However, the Lady Govs were able to tie the game up in the
bottom of that inning with a sacrifice fly by senior Lauren de
Castro. In the bottom of the third, senior Kayla Davidson brought
in sophomore Marissa Lake with a triple then scored off de Castro’s
double. Three innings later, de Castro tacked on two more RBIs
with another double. De Castro finished the game 2-for-2, while
Davidson finished 2-for-3.
The Lady Govs kept their momentum from the first game to
the second. De Castro pitched a two-hit shutout against the Norse.
During the bottom of the first inning, the Lady Govs took an early
1-0 lead with an RBI single by De Castro.
Just an inning later, APSU tacked on six more runs, including a
grand slam by Davidson. Shortly behind her was sophomore Mel
Pavel, hitting her first home run of the season to make the score 6-0.
The last run of the inning came on an RBI single by senior
Amanda de Vries. Thanks to three Norse errors and four more hits,
the Lady Govs won in five innings 13-0. This was de Castro’s third
shutout and seventh win of the season.
The APSU Lady Govs took two more wins in the OVC matchup
against the Belmont Bruins (8-4, 2-1) Saturday, March 22. In game
one, it only took two innings for the Lady Govs to get a win from
behind against the Bruins.
In the bottom of the third, a single by Lake, a double by
Davidson and a walk for De Castro loaded the bases. One out
later, junior Laurel Burroughs drew a walk to tie the game 2-2.
The next at-bat, red-shirt senior Kristin Whitmire, drove in two
runs with a single and later scored on a throwing error by the

Vols

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

points, Anthony White Jr. had 11 and
big man Daniel Coursey added 10 for
Mercer, the plucky Atlantic Sun Conference school trying to match Florida
Gulf Coast’s run last year to the regional
semifinals.
The Bears drew a perfect matchup for
their first game — and couldn’t have had
a worse one for their second.
“Any time we have Jeronne (Maymon)
and Jarnell wearing Tennessee orange,”
McRae said, “we always feel like we have
the advantage.”
They were bigger, more experienced

First Round
March 22-23

catcher. Three innings later, the Lady Govs continued to bring
in runs on RBI singles by Lake and Davidson, then capitalized
on a Belmont error. This picked up de Castro’s eighth win of
the season. Game two of the doubleheader was a pitcher’s duel
for Hooper, who earned her third win of the season.
It was a shutout until the sixth inning, when Belmont took
the lead. However, de Castro earned a one-out walk, then
scored from first on a double from sophomore Vinchenza
DiBenedetto. DiBenedetto reached third on the play when the
Bruins tried to throw de Castro out at home and later scored on
a wild pitch.
Hooper got her third win of the season (3-2) on the
comeback win for the Lady Govs.
The Lady Govs turned around and played another OVC
double header against Tennessee State and split it (2-0, 11-12)
Sunday, March 23. During the first game, de Castro gained
her fourth shutout and ninth win of the season. She limited
Tennessee State to six singles and pitched six strikeouts as well.
APSU took their only runs in the second inning with singles by
Lake and Davidson.
A sacrifice fly by Pavel advanced Lake and Davidson into
scoring position, and the two were knocked in by de Castro
to make it 2-0. Game two was a hitters’ duel where APSU fell
short to TSU by just one run in nine innings.
De Castro hit a two-run home run, scoring herself and Lake,
who reached base with a single.
On an RBI single by de Vries, the Lady Govs were took a 3-2
lead, but TSU tied it up shortly after. APSU added three more
runs on to make it 6-3 after a couple TSU errors. TSU then cut
their lead by adding a run off a wild pitch. De Castro belted her
second home run of the weekend when the Lady Govs thought
the game was going to end with a score of 8-4, however, the Tigers
were not finished. They scored five runs with just seven hits to
take the lead 8-9.
APSU to tied the game when sophomore Courtney Brower
was hit by a pitch and made it all the way around the bases. TSU
tacked on two more runs in the eighth inning, and APSU tied it

and more precise than a Duke team
loaded with high school All-Americans
and a leaky defense, carving them up
down the stretch in a 78-71 victory that
ranks among the top upsets in the history
of the tournament.
Mercer starts five seniors and has seven
on the roster — but the Bears were down
one with 6-foot-11 Monty Brown out
with a possible concussion.
Even with him, a Tennessee team with
Stokes — who set the school’s short-lived
tournament record with 14 rebounds in
that 86-67 rout of UMass — was going to
be a challenge.
Without him, it was nearly impossible.
“It’s hard to match up with them, but at

Second Round
March 24-25

Regional
Semifinals
March 29-30

Regional
Finals
Mar 31-Apr 1

National
Semifinals
April 6

(8) Georgia (20-11)

Storrs, CT
March 25

(12) BYU (26-6)
(4) Nebraska (25-6)

March 29

National
Semifinals
April 6

Regional
Finals
Mar 31-Apr 1

Regional
Semifinals
March 29-30

Second Round
March 24-25

Toledo, OH
March 24

Durham, NC
March 24

(1) Tennessee (27-5)
Knoxville, TN
March 24

March 30

(16) Northwestern State (21-12)
(8) St. John’s (NY) (22-10)

(5) Texas (21-11)
College Park, MD
March 25

Chapel Hill, NC
March 25

STANFORD, CA
April 1

(12) Pennsylvania (22-6)
(4) Maryland (24-6)
(13) Army (25-7)

LOUISVILLE, KY
April 1

University Park, PA
March 25

(6) Iowa (26-8)
Iowa City, IA
March 25

(11) Marist (27-6)
(3) Louisville (30-4)
(14) Idaho (25-8)

March 30

(7) Iowa State (20-10)

(2) Stanford (29-3)

(2) Baylor (29-4)

(9) Southern California (22-12)

March 30

(14) Wichita State (26-6)

(10) Florida State (20-11)

(10) Fordham (25-7)

(15) Western Kentucky (24-8)

NASHVILLE, TN
April 6

CHAMPION

Seattle, WA
March 25

(6) Dayton (23-7)

(3) Penn State (22-7)

Waco, TX
March 24

NASHVILLE, TN
NASHVILLE, TN
April 6

(13) UT Martin (24-7)

(11) Florida (19-12)

(3) Kentucky (24-8)

(7) California (21-9)

April 8

(5) Michigan State (22-9)

(4) North Carolina (24-9)

(11) Chattanooga (29-3)

(14) Wright State (26-8)

(9) Oregon State (23-10)

(12) Hampton (28-4)

(4) Purdue (21-8)

(6) Syracuse (22-9)

March 29

March 29

(1) South Carolina (27-4)

(8) Middle Tennessee (29-4)

(12) Florida Gulf Coast (26-7)

(13) Akron (23-9)

NOTRE DAME, IN
March 31
Lexington, KY
March 24

(15) Winthrop (24-8)

(16) Cal State Northridge (18-14)

(8) Vanderbilt (18-12)

(5) Oklahoma State (23-8)
West Lafayette, IN
March 24

College Station, TX
March 25

(7) DePaul (27-6)

(2) Duke (27-6)

(16) Robert Morris (21-11)

(9) Arizona State (22-9)

March 29

(14) North Dakota (22-9)

(10) Oklahoma (18-14)

First Round
March 22-23

(1) Notre Dame (32-0)

2014

LINCOLN, NE
March 31

(6) Gonzaga (29-4)

(3) Texas A&M (24-8)

NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP

The Tennessee Volunteers bench celebrates as they secure a third
round victory and advance to the Sweet Sixteen. The Vols are
one of three double-digit teams who advanced. AP IMAGE

Los Angeles, CA
March 24

(13) Fresno State (22-10)

(11) James Madison (28-5)

the end of the day, mainly it was probably
my fault towards the end,” Coursey said.
“They had a lot of rebounds, and I should
have boxed them out.”
Tennessee never trailed and held a
24-4 rebounding advantage in the first
half. Richardson scored 10 straight points
midway for the Volunteers to turn a tight
game into a double-figure lead. His 3
from the right wing made it 29-18 with
6½ minutes left.
Meanwhile, Stokes and Maymon
effectively turned Mercer into a jumpshooting team: The Bears managed just
one offensive rebound in the first half and
didn’t attempt their first free throw until
there was just 8:40 left. TAS

BRACKET

(9) Saint Joseph’s (22-9)
(5) NC State (25-7)

up once more thanks to a two-run triple by Brower.
The final run of the game went to TSU a single, a wild pitch and
another single later. The Lady Govs will play a three-game series
at Southeast Missouri on March 29-30, then travel to Memphis for
another doubleheader on April 2. TAS

women’s
NCAA TOURNAMENT

(1) Connecticut (34-0)
(16) Prairie View (14-17)

Amanda de Vries runs to first base at Lady Gov field. The Lady Govs
are now sit 3-3 in the OVC standings. MEAGHAN MALONE |STAFF
PHOTOGRAPHER

Ames, IA
March 24

(15) South Dakota (19-13)

March 30

(7) LSU (19-12)
Baton Rouge, LA
March 25

(10) Georgia Tech (20-11)
(2) West Virginia (29-4)
(15) Albany (NY) (28-4)

Regional Sites: Lincoln, Louisville, Notre Dame, Stanford
Fill out your brackets on your mobile phone. Go to ESPN.com/tcw on your phone's browser.

NCAA is a registered trademark of the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
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Vols still dancing
in NCAA Tourney

Ahead of
RALEIGH — After turning
Tobacco Road into “Raleigh
Top,” Tennessee is headed to
the round of 16.
Tennessee denied Mercer
a second straight upset in
decidedly one-sided fashion,
routing the Bears 83-63 in
the third round of the NCAA
tournament on Sunday night
behind 17 points and a career-high-tying 18 rebounds
for Jarnell Stokes.
Josh Richardson had a
career-high 26 points and
Antonio Barton had 18 for
the 11th-seeded Vols (24-12),
who are making the most of
their first tournament appearance since 2011.
“NIT two straight years, I
guess that’s what you’d call
starting from the bottom,”
Stokes said. “A lot of people
doubted us, and that just
makes the ride much better.”
The Tennessee band had
plenty of chances to blare
their beloved “Rocky Top”
during this rout, which followed the same script as their
19-point thumping of Massachusetts two days earlier: The
Voles outrebounded Mercer
41-19 to keep the Southeastern Conference perfect in the
tournament.
They joined Florida and
Kentucky in the regional
semifinals — the first time
three SEC teams made it that
far since 2007.
“I’ve been hearing that
the SEC has been a football
conference for a long time
but I don’t know how you
can still say that when you’ve
got three SEC schools in the
Sweet 16,” Tennessee guard
Jordan McRae said.
Tennessee will face secondseeded Michigan (27-8) in a
Midwest Regional semifinal
Friday night in Indianapolis.
Stokes broke his 2-day-old
school tournament record for
rebounds.

Langston Hall had 15
points to lead the 14thseeded Bears (27-9). They
knocked off Duke in the
signature upset of the tournament but couldn’t answer
Tennessee’s size.
“I think hopefully by the
time (reality) sets in, we’ll
all be able to put a smile on
and realize that what we’ve
been able to do at our school,
and for the city, has been
phenomenal,” forward Jakob
Gollon said. “It’s kind of hard
to see right now.”
Mercer trailed by double
figures for the entire second
half before the Bears threatened another fantastic finish.
They had the ball down 12
with about 2½ minutes left
when Gollon — one of the
heroes of the Duke upset two
days earlier — threw the ball
away in the lane, then fouled
out a few seconds later.
McRae hit two free throws,
and Richardson added a
fast-break layup to push the
Tennessee lead to 77-61 with
1½ minutes left.
McRae finished with 13
points for the Volunteers,
who have won eight of nine
with the only loss coming to
the top-ranked Gators in the
SEC tournament.
They are in the round of 16
for the fourth time in eight
years, and the third team to
go from the First Four to the
Sweet 16 since the introduction of the extra round in
2011.
They also got a bit of payback: Mercer ended Tennessee’s season last year with a
75-67 win in the first round
of the NIT.
Ike Nwamu scored 12
points, Anthony White Jr.
had 11 and big man Daniel
Coursey added 10 for Mercer,
the plucky Atlantic Sun
Conference school trying to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

the curve
Freshman Alex Robles delivers a pitch at Raymond C. Hand Park. Robles is one of 13 freshman who make up the core of the APSU
baseball team. Robles has shown promise as a pitcher and utility player. SPORTS INFORMATION

Robles thrives in new environment but will never forget his hometown

Robles

basis, especially as he gained state recognition in high school
baseball.
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
As a junior at Tucson Magnet High School, Robles batted .393 with 21 RBIs, while going 7-1 with a 2.68 ERA on
the mound. He continued to impress as a senior, raising his
Robles, a native of Tucson, Ariz., traveled 1,600 miles to
batting average to .505, and went 9-2 with a 1.36 ERA. Robles
Clarksville to become a Goverled his team into the state tournanor. But before his commitment
ment, where they met the eventual
was made to join the reigning
state champions, Scottsdale Desert
Ohio Valley Conference chamMountain. Robles was four outs
pionship program, Robles had
away from his 10th win, but an error
to take care of business matters.
by the Tucson shortstop cost them
He first had to officially become
the lead and the game. Robles apa citizen of the United States.
peared in relief the following game
Robles had been living just
against Chaparrel, but was handed
north of the Mexico border but
his second loss in his final game in a
— Gary McClure, APSU baseball head coach
did not become a citizen until
high school uniform.
last January.
Robles said it took a while for him
“He’s a kid [who] has had to work for everything he’s got
to get over the loss, but he focused his attention to what lay
and hasn’t had it real easy,” said APSU Head Coach Gary Mc- ahead. Robles was named “Player of the Year” by the Arizona
Clure. “He didn’t even know if he was going to be able to go
Daily Star, while also being selected to the Louisville Slugger
to college and play baseball, at least at a four-year school. He’s All-American second team.
a long way from home, and he doesn’t get to see his mom and
Robles had walk-on offers to play college baseball at Aridad, brothers and sisters and friends.”
zona, Arizona State and Oregon but said he liked what APSU
Robles said he is homesick at times but has learned to
had to offer and signed on in the spring of 2013. He is one
overcome the challenge of being far away from the desert and of 13 freshmen to join the roster and has made the biggest
mountains of his hometown.
impact on the team as utility player. Robles said he has grown
Starting at just four years old, baseball was an everyday
comfortable shifting from the pitching mound to the infield.
hobby for Robles. He wasn’t a normal kid who played with
At the plate, Robles leads all players with a .417 average and
toys. The baseball diamond was his playground.
four RBI. On Wednesday, Feb. 18, against Southern Illinois,
As Robles got older, other sports such as football and
Robles hit his first home run of the season and has had seven
basketball became his hobbies. However, as he continued to
multi-hit games thus far.
improve as a baseball player, Robles focused solely on baseball
Pitching, where Robles has been a mainstay in the weekand didn’t allow himself to risk injury in other sports.
end rotation, he is 1-1 with a 4.87 ERA and seven strikeouts.
When the spring season comes, there is a baseball buzz
While other young players had trouble finding footing early
in Arizona. “The Grand Canyon State” is one of two locain the season, Robles has remained comfortable throughout
tions where Major League Baseball teams come to take part
the entire process and kept a positive attitude, according to
in spring training before regular-season play begins. Robles
McClure.
would make the trip up to Scottsdale, Ariz., where the local
“He likes to joke around but be serious when he needs to,”
Arizona Diamondbacks would play.
McClure said. “The thing I like about him a lot, and I think it
Robles, who wore a Diamondbacks hat during the interhas a lot to do with his personality, is he’s relaxed and always
view, recalled being at the ballpark to meet the likes of Eric
pretty loose. Nothing seems to bother him a whole lot. From
Byrnes and other MLB players. Byrnes, who played four
the get go this season, he’s probably been the most relaxed
seasons for Arizona, remembered Robles on a first-name
freshman we’ve had.” TAS
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Coach Cuonzo Martin addresses the media at the NCAA
Tournament. UT are winners of three straight games. AP IMAGE

He’s a kid [who] has had to
work for everything he’s got
and hasn’t had it real easy. ”

March Madness is in full swing
» By ANDREW THOMPSON
Staff Writer

Mercer celebrates after their second round win in the NCAA Tournament. Mercer defeated national
powerhouse Duke, for one of the biggest upsets of the tournament thus far. AP IMAGE

It’s late March, and that brings a three-week
span of whirlwind college basketball known
to fans across the globe as March Madness.
The first four days of NCAA Tournament play
are done as we move into this week’s Sweet
Sixteen.
The South saw Florida, the tournament’s
overall No.1 seed, advance, as well as No. 4 seed
UCLA at the top of the bracket. The bottom
half, however, is comprised of Stanford and
Dayton, who sit as No. 10 and No. 11 seeds
respectively. Dayton toppled Ohio State and
Syracuse to move on, while Stanford ousted
fan-favorite Kansas and star Andrew Wiggins during Sunday, March 30, early round of
games.
The top of the Eastern bracket turned out very
similar to the South, with the first and fourth
seeds, Virginia and Michigan State, surviving
the first two rounds of play.
The bottom of the East saw few surprises;
Iowa State overcame North Carolina and Connecticut upset second seed Villanova in the
round of 32.
In the West, the pattern of first and fourth
seeds advancing continued with Arizona and

San Diego State triumphing over lower seeds
in the region. Baylor beat out Creighton despite
star Doug McDermott and will match up with
Wisconsin, who blew out American University
and bested Oregon.
The Midwest, nicknamed the “Region of
Doom,” managed to break the first and fourth
seed pattern. Many believed Wichita State
was wronged for possibly being forced to get
through Kentucky, Louisville and Michigan to
make the Final Four, but those arguments were
put to rest when UK put an end to their perfect
season Sunday, March 23. Kentucky will face
defending champions Lousiville Cardinals in
the Sweet Sixteen. Mercer, meanwhile, upset
Duke and NBA-prospect Jabari Parker in the
first round but lost to Tennessee, who will look
to overcome Michigan as they move forward.
As the second weekend of the tournament
approaches, many favorites picked by analysts
and fans alike continue to fight on in the tournament.
Three of the first seeds remain alongside
Michigan State and Louisville, all strong contenders for the Final Four. As is common with
the “madness” that is the NCAA Tournament,
three double-digit seeds are still alive, as well.
It all starts back with the Sweet Sixteen on
Thursday, March. 27. TAS

